Electron particle, momentum, and energy fluxes in axisymmetric toroidal devices are derived from a version of the action-angle collision operator that includes both diffusion and drag in action-space ͓D. A. Hitchcock, R. D. Hazeltine, and S. M. Mahajan, Phys. Fluids 26, 2603 ͑1983͒; H. E. Mynick, J. Plasma Phys. 39, 303 ͑1988͔͒. A general result of the theory is that any contribution to transport originating directly from the toroidal frequency of the particle motion is constrained to be zero when the electron temperature is equal to the ion temperature. In particular, this constraint applies to those components of the particle and energy fluxes that are proportional to the magnetic shear, independent of the underlying turbulence and of whether the particles are trapped or untrapped. All the total fluxes describing collisionless transport of passing electrons in steady-state magnetic turbulence contain contributions proportional to the conventional thermodynamic drives, which are always outward, and contributions proportional to the magnetic shear, which have both magnitude and sign dependent on the ion-electron temperature ratio. The turbulent generalization of Ohm's law includes a hyper-resistive term, which flattens the current density profile on a fast time scale, and a turbulent electric field, which can have both signs depending on the electron-ion temperature ratio.
I. INTRODUCTION
A thorough understanding of electron transport in turbulent plasmas is essential to properly explain present-day confinement experiments and envisage ways to improve their performances. It is well known that turbulence enhances electron transport above classical and neoclassical levels. In tokamaks, electrostatic turbulence is usually driven by unstable drift-waves, while magnetic turbulence is related mainly to tearing-mode activity. Recently, a burst of activity in turbulent transport research has been fomented by progresses of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor ͑ITER͒ project. 1 In order to predict the future performances of ITER plasmas, it is indeed mandatory to clarify several issues in the physics of electron transport. Among these issues, that of inward electron fluxes has received particular attention because of the attractiveness of having peaked density profiles in fusion plasmas. Drift-wave electrostatic turbulence has been found to produce inward fluxes due to two mechanisms: turbulence equipartition and thermodiffusion ͑see the review of Bourdelle 2 and references therein͒. These findings provide possible explanations to the experimental observation of density profiles that remain peaked even in the absence of both neoclassical pinch and a central source. 3 We study electron transport focusing on three aspects that, in our opinion, are not receiving due attention. First, we consider particle and energy transport of passing electrons in magnetic turbulence. Even though inward pinches are usually associated with trapped particles in electrostatic turbulence, there is recent evidence that passing particles might contribute as well. 4 Magnetic turbulence, on the other hand, is certainly present in tokamak plasmas, and is well known to increase significantly transport rates even when present in a small amount. 5 Second, we adopt a self-consistent approach, that is, we carry out our investigation by taking moments of the self-consistent ͑SC͒ action-angle collision operator. This operator, which has been derived from both a kinetic 6 and a probabilistic approach, 7 may be seen as an extension of Kaufman's toroidal quasilinear ͑QL͒ collision operator 8 to include the particles' back-reaction on the fluctuations. Third, we consider the radial transport of electron parallel momentum and of the associated current density, an issue particularly important due to its direct influence on plasma stability. Action-angle variables are the most convenient phasespace variables in that the actions are adiabatic invariants that change only because of resonant wave-particle interactions. Resonances break one or more invariants of the unperturbed motion of the particles, with consequent degradation of the confinement. The more familiar radial transport is a direct consequence of this random walk in action-space. An immediate advantage of the action-angle approach is that the various transport fluxes are obtained from the collision operator by simply taking appropriate moments. We refer the reader to the existing literature ͑see references in this paper͒ for an extensive review of the theory. So far, the most widely used action-angle operator has been the QL one, in which the normal modes evolve according to a wave equation that does not account for the back-reaction of the particles on the fluctuations. As a consequence, the QL operator is appropriate to describe mainly the linear growth stage of plasma instabilities. To remove this limitation and study transport induced by steady-state fluctuation spectra, we consider instead a version of the action-angle operator that includes, besides the QL diffusion coefficient, a friction term. This additional term represents the polarization drag felt by the scattered particles, and therefore makes the picture self-consistent. Because of this fundamental property of self-consistency, and also of its electromagnetic nature, the SC action-angle operator has been referred to as the "generalized Balescu-Lenard" operator. 7 The most evident drawback of using an action-angle operator is that the connection between action-angle diffusion and the more direct flux-surface-averaged radial transport is not trivial, due to the generally complicated dependence of the actions on x and v. Important steps have already been taken, however, in the direction of deriving from actionspace collision operators explicit transport models that can be related to experimental conditions. A procedure to derive flux-surface-averaged radial transport equations from the QL collision operator has been presented in Ref. 9 . Under the additional large-aspect ratio ordering, Ref. 9 presents also explicit formulas for the actions, angles, and related quantities, allowing for the conversion of the action integrals present in the transport laws into more familiar velocity-and energy-space integrals. These results have been used in Ref. 10 to derive the electron momentum and energy fluxes in the presence of a suprathermal level of low-frequency fluctuations. These works, although presenting fundamental advances in the action-space transport theory, suffer the limitation intrinsic to the QL approach. This problem has been overcome in Refs. 11-13, where a series of transport issues have been studied in the framework of the SC action-angle theory. Even though the results presented in these latter works are less explicit than those in the QL works, mainly because the required action integration is not explicitly computed, the derived equations describe transport in steadystate turbulence. Additionally, Refs. 11-13 deal with the important issue of the proper fluctuation spectrum to be incorporated in the SC collision operator. Indeed, the SC operator derived in Ref. 7 contains a fluctuation spectrum of the thermal type, i.e., driven solely by uncorrelated shielded test particles, and thus does not properly predict the spectrum of a fully turbulent plasma. In Ref. 11, this fundamental limitation in the range of applicability of the SC collision operator has been resolved, at least in an approximate way, by noting that the relevant properties of the operator follow not from the specific form of the spectrum, but from the related way in which it appears in the transport coefficients. This observation has led to the incorporation of a pseudothermal model for the spectrum which better represents realistic experimental conditions. By differing from the original thermal spectrum in form but not in structure, this new model spectrum retains the symmetries required to conserve the important properties of a collision operator ͑e.g., conservation of toroidal angular momentum, which implies intrinsic ambipolarity͒.
In this work, we use the SC action-angle collision operator, in the form presented in Ref. 7 , to study collisionless axisymmetric transport of passing electrons induced by weak or moderate steady-state magnetic turbulence. Our results advance the present status of action-angle transport theory in at least two ways. First, we present an electron momentum transport flux that, contrary to the QL result of Ref. 10 , is valid for saturated turbulence, and derive the SC turbulent Ohm's law. Second, we take further the result on SC particle and energy transport presented in Ref. 12 by carrying out the necessary summations and integrations, thus arriving at an explicit determination of the transport coefficients. Among the outputs of our analysis, there is the existence of components of the fluxes induced by magnetic turbulence that have both sign and magnitude crucially dependent on the T i / T e ratio, and the quantification of the relative transport rates of particle, energy, and current density. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we review the fundamental ideas underlying transport theory in action-angle variables, and introduce the necessary specializations for dealing with toroidal axisymmetric geometries ͑in particular tokamaks͒, in which the confining magnetic geometry creates magnetic surfaces that vary slowly with respect to the perturbing fields. Both the QL and the SC action-angle collision operators are presented. The general form of the SC radial flux valid for a drifting Maxwellian ansatz is presented in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we discuss the fluctuation spectrum and the pseudothermal approximation describing magnetic microturbulence. In Sec. V, we present a temperature constraint acting on the "convective" components of the fluxes, i.e., those components not driven by the usual thermodynamic forces. In Secs. VI and VII, we specialize to passing electrons, and present the particle, momentum, and energy fluxes: in the former section, we present those contributions to the fluxes that are driven by magnetic shear, showing the details of the calculations, while in the latter section, we give a more complete expression of the fluxes, which includes also the thermodynamic drives, and we present the conditions for having net inward transport. Section VIII is devoted to Ohm's law. After a brief note on the source terms in Sec. IX, we summarize and discuss the results in Sec. X.
II. ACTION-ANGLE TRANSPORT THEORY IN TOROIDAL GEOMETRY
We consider an axisymmetric toroidal device that confines a plasma by a slowly varying magnetic field. In this context, the QL and the SC collision operators can be expressed in a particularly simple and general form [6] [7] [8] by ͑i͒ introducing action-angle variables to describe the particle motion, and ͑ii͒ expressing the fields as a sum over plasma normal modes. While the use of action-angle variables leads to a natural inclusion in the operator of toroidal effects ͑such as particle trapping, drifts, etc.͒, the normal mode expansion permits, through a formal solution of Maxwell's equations, the inclusion in the transport coefficients of fluctuation spectra that are valid in fully inhomogeneous geometries. In the present section, we summarize the main ingredients of the action-angle approach, referring the reader to Refs. 8, 9, and 11 for a more comprehensive description of the theory. In particular, in Sec. II A we define the actions and the mode decomposition, in Sec. II B we present both the QL and the SC operators, putting in evidence their differences, and finally in Sec. II C we specialize to the case of large aspectratio tokamaks with strong toroidal field.
A. Action-angle variables and normal mode decomposition
To specify the action-angle variables, we adopt, together with the Cartesian coordinate set x, the flux coordinates = ͑␣ , , ͒, where ␣ is a minor radius-like variable constant on a flux surface, and where and are, respectively, the poloidal and the toroidal angle, both of periodicity 2. To be specific, we will take ␣ to be the toroidal flux function ␣ ϵ ⌿ t / ͑2͒, where ⌿ t is the toroidal flux enclosed by the flux surface. ͓From now on, the subscript t͑p͒ stands for toroidal ͑poloidal͒.͔ To express some of the results in a more perspicuous way, we also introduce an "equivalent" cylindrical radial coordinate r, defined by the relation ⌿ t ͑␣͒ =2␣ = ͐dS B· ϵ r 2 B 0,t , where the reference field B 0,t is chosen to be the toroidal magnetic field on the magnetic axis. Therefore, r = r͑␣͒ = ͓2␣ / B 0,t ͔ 1/2 . The actions parametrizing the phase-space particle point are taken to be 8, 9 
2 c / q being the gyro-action ͓where 0 ϵ v Ќ 2 / ͑2B 0 ͒ is the ͑lowest-order͒ magnetic moment, B 0 is the equilibrium magnetic field, v Ќ is the component of the particle velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field, M and q are the particle mass and charge, respectively, and c is the speed of light͔, J is the toroidal angular momentum,
͑where p is the poloidal flux function and R is the major radius͒, and J b is the longitudinal invariant or bounce action, equal to the toroidal flux enclosed by a drift orbit ͓see Eq. ͑26͒ for the explicit definition͔. The conjugate angles ⌰ = ͑⌰ g , ⌰ b , ⌰ ͒, which are cyclic coordinates ͑i.e., ‫ץ‬H 0 / ‫⌰ץ‬ = 0, where H 0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian͒, represent, respectively, the orbit-averaged gyrophase, the phase of the bounce motion and the bounce-averaged toroidal angle. As usual in Hamiltonian theory, they are obtained by derivatives of the appropriate generating function with respect to the conjugate new action. Because J is constant in the absence of perturbations, the unperturbed motion is trivial: ⌰ develops linearly in time. The corresponding set of bounce-averaged gyration frequency, bounce frequency, and bounce-averaged toroidal ͑or banana͒ drift are defined in terms of the unperturbed quasistatic ͑i.e., slowly varying on the transit time scale͒ Hamiltonian H 0 , which is a function of J only:
To linearize, the electrostatic and the magnetic potentials are decomposed into unperturbed and perturbed parts, ⌽ = ⌽ 0 + ⌽ 1 , A = A 0 + A 1 . Because the J are constants of the unperturbed motion and the ⌰ are cyclic coordinates, we write H͑J , ⌰͒ = H 0 ͑J͒ + h͑J , ⌰͒ +¯. The unperturbed Hamiltonian, H 0 = ͑1/2M͓͒p − ͑q / c͒A 0 ͔ 2 + q⌽ 0 = Mv 2 /2 + q⌽ 0 ͑where p is the canonical angular momentum, p = Mv + qA 0 / c, and v is the particle velocity͒ is allowed to change, due to variation of the background fields, but only very slowly ͑quasistatically͒ on a transit time scale. The firstorder perturbing Hamiltonian h = q⌽ 1 − ͑q / c͒v · A 1 is expanded in a Fourier series in the ignorable and periodic coordinates, h͑J , ⌰ ; t͒ = ͚ ഞ h͑J , ഞ ; t͒exp͑+iഞ · ⌰͒. The triplet of integers ഞ = ͑ᐉ g , ᐉ b , ᐉ ͒ singles out each one of the harmonics of the particle perturbing Hamiltonian, or, analogously, of the orbital motion. Note that in the general case these integers differ from the usual poloidal ͑m a ͒ and toroidal ͑n a ͒ mode numbers entering the Fourier decomposition of a field with respect to and , and indicating its spatial dependence. The space-time Fourier transform of the perturbing Hamiltonian,
describes the energy exchange between waves and particles, and is therefore a crucial quantity of the theory.
B. Quasilinear and self-consistent action-angle collision operator
QL diffusion in phase space of the zero-order part of the ⌰-averaged distribution function is governed by
where the diffusion tensor is
Here, the "coupling coefficient" C a QL ͑J , ഞ ; a ͒ϵh a ͑J , ഞ ; a ͒ describes the energy exchange between mode a and the scattered particles. This QL operator, adequate to study collisionless diffusion in tokamaks, has been fruitfully applied to particle diffusion in electrostatic 9 and magnetic turbulence, 14, 15 to momentum and energy transport 10 and, more recently, to relativistic diffusion. 16 The action-angle QL approach has also been conveniently applied to study particle pinches driven by the gradients of the thermodynamic forces. 17 The QL formulation is, however, limited by the fact that the spectrum of waves driving transport evolves according to a wave equation which does not account for the back-reaction of the particles on the fluctuations. As a consequence, the QL approach is valid only either during the linear growth stage, or for very particular, "quasilinearly flattened" distributions, for which all the modes have been linearly stabilized. In view of these limitations, in the present work we employ a version of the action-angle transport theory that extends the QL validity in two ways, i.e., ͑i͒ it is valid for steady-state fluctuation spectra, and ͑ii͒ it is applicable, although through a simplifying approximation ͑the "pseudothermal" ansatz of Ref.11͒, to realistic plasma turbulence. The latter point will be discussed in Sec. IV. The former extension is achieved by the inclusion in the collision operator of the polarization drag felt by the scattered particle. This leads to a transfer of momentum to the medium surrounding the particle, and therefore introduces self-consistency, since the fluctuations are produced by the surrounding medium itself ͑i.e., the remaining particles in the plasma͒. The distribution function of the scattered species, whose quantities are denoted with the subscript 1, now evolves according to
where F is the friction vector, which considers the polarization field. Denoting with the subscript 2 the quantitites rela-
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tive to the scattering species, and with a a each of the normal modes constituting the fluctuation spectrum, we can write
͑6͒
and
In the latter expression, ⌬ a ͑͒ is the eigenvalue of the Maxwell operator, and N a is a normalization factor. Equation ͑4͒ describes the slow ͑compared to the characteristic particle frequencies͒ evolution of f 0 ͑J 1 ; t͒ as a result of a random walk in action-space, induced by the normal modes a generated by species 2. The coupling coefficient C a SC measures the effectiveness of mode a in coupling particles 1 and 2. The Hamiltonian h a = q⌽ 1 a − ͑q / c͒v·A 1 a to be used in C a SC must be calculated using the expression of the particle velocity valid in the magnetic geometry of interest, toroidal in our case, and evaluating the fields ⌽ 1 and A 1 along the particle orbit. Making use of the Bessel identity J ᐉ ͑z͒ = ͛͑d /2͒exp͑−i ᐉ ͒exp͑iz sin ͒ and keeping only the turbulent magnetic part A 1 a ͑r͒ϳA ʈ a ͑r͒exp͓i͑m a + n a ͔͒b , where b ϵ B 0 / B 0 , the square of the perturbing Hamiltonian that couples passing particles to normal mode a in a tokamak is found to be 11 ͉h a ͑ᐉ,J;͉͒
Here, z g = k Ќ g , where g is the gyration radius and k Ќ the perpendicular wave vector, and
͒ are the amplitudes that measure the extent of the particle excursion from the field lines in the course of a transit period, and ͑k r , m , n͒ are the radial wave vector and the poloidal and toroidal wavenumber of the mode. The gyro-and bounce-related Bessel functions quantify the modification of the field-particle coupling due to drifts and the magnetic modulation of v ʈ by the magnetic well.
14 It can be shown that the SC operator is characterized by the following three properties: 7, 11 ͑i͒ interaction between particles of the same species do not produce any net particle transport; ͑ii͒ the particle fluxes of the two species are equal; ͑iii͒ the transport is independent of the radial electrostatic potential. Note that the presence of the friction vector F is essential for the operator to possess these properties. The SC approach has already been employed to study various aspects of particle and energy transport driven by thermodynamic forces.
11,12
C. Specialization to large aspect-ratio tokamaks
Following tokamak theory, we adopt the large aspectratio and the small gyroradius orderings,
dius, L is a length characterizing the variation of the equilibrium quantities, v th = ͑2T / M͒ 1/2 is the thermal velocity ͑T being the temperature in energy units͒, and R 0 is the major radius. In these orderings, the safety factor is well approximated by its cylindrical version, q saf Ӎ rB 0,t / ͓R 0 B p ͑r͔͒. Since the toroidal field is predominant, i.e., B p / B t Ϸ ⑀, we can approximate the modulus of the unperturbed magnetic field as
To the lowest order in the gyroradius, particles in a large aspect-ratio tokamak simply stream along the field lines with a parallel velocity that can be expressed in terms of the Hamiltonian
where = ± 1 and u is the parallel flow speed. In general, because of the twisting of the magnetic field lines, the toroidal velocity differs from the parallel velocity. In view of the tokamak ordering B 0 Ӎ B 0,t , however, we approximately set v t Ϸ v ʈ , and from Eq. ͑1͒ we obtain
Using expression ͑8͒ for the unperturbed magnetic field, we can recast the parallel flow speed u in Eq. ͑9͒ as u͑ ;
, where we have defined the
and where any dependence of ⌽ 0 is neglected. The trapped region is identified by = ͓0,1͔, while the untrapped region by = ͑1, + ϱ ͔.
In the expansion of the radial coordinate,
␣ 0 represents the toroidal flux enclosed by the magnetic surface around which the particle motion evolves, and ␣ 1 is the excursion from the surface due to drifts. We can therefore Taylor-expand the unperturbed poloidal flux function 
␣ 0 depends only on J , ␣ = ␣ 0 ͑J ͒, while ␣ 1 depends on both J and because u = u͑ ; J͒ does so. Solving the second relation in Eq. ͑13͒, we find for the ␣ 1 correction,
III. FLUX TERM
Let ͑x , v ; t͒ be some quantity whose mean with respect to the distribution function, ϵ͐dv͑x , v ; t͒f͑x , v ; t͒, is of physical interest ͑e.g., =1, Mv ʈ , or Mv 2 /2͒. The flux surface average of is its volume average over the infinitesimal value between two neighboring flux surfaces,
Here, VЈ͑r͒ is the radial derivative of the volume enclosed by the flux surface ␣ = ␣ , or, in terms of the equivalent cylindrical radius r, located inside r = ͑2␣ / B 0,t ͒ 1/2 . The procedure to derive the radial transport law from Eq. ͑3͒, presented in Ref. 9 , can be easily extended to the SC case of Eq. ͑4͒. In the present work, we consider only the flux term in the transport law. In terms of the diffusion and friction coefficients defined in Eq. ͑5͒, this flux is
To proceed, we need to calculate the J derivative of f 0 , as required in Eqs. ͑15͒. As an ansatz to accomplish closure, we assume a displaced, locally Maxwellian distribution function ͓note: in general, ␣ = ␣͑J , ⌰ ; t͒; here, however, f 0 ͑J͒ is the ⌰-averaged lowest-order solution, so that ␣ = ␣͑J ; t͔͒,
where V ʈ is the parallel drift flow speed, P ϵ Mv ʈ is the parallel particle momentum,
2 / 2 is the ͑unperturbed͒ kinetic energy when a particle is at ␣ 0 . Note that for the case of far-untrapped particles, the quantity ␣ 1 is small and all the quantities ͑such as N, T, etc.͒ can be evaluated at ␣ = ␣ 0 ͑J ͒. Using Eq. ͑10͒ and approximating v ʈ Ϸ v t = R and P ϵ Mv ʈ Ϸ Mv t = ͑1/R͕͒J + ͑q / c͒ p ͓␣͑J͔͖͒, we find that Eq. ͑17͒ leads to the following expressions for the flux:
where we have introduced the factors g ϵ ഞ · ١ J ␣͑J͒ and G ϵ ഞ · ١ J P͓␣͑J͔͒, the generalized thermodynamic forces ͑a prime indicating a derivative with respect to
− ͑TЈ / T͒, and where to shorten the notation we have defined
͑19͒
When V ʈ = 0, the drives of transport are the thermodynamic forces A N , A T and the projected orbital frequency ഞ · ⍀. In the following, we will refer to the latter drive as the "convective drive" to distinguish it from the usual thermodynamic forces. When V ʈ 0, the factor G and the velocity gradient A V contribute as well. In Sec. VI A, we will present expressions for the factors ഞ · ⍀, G, and g in the faruntrapped limit.
IV. FLUCTUATION SPECTRUM FOR MAGNETIC MICROTURBULENCE
Equation ͑18͒ is the flux of the quantity 1 corresponding to a drifting Maxwellian in any axisymmetric toroidal confinement device. To evaluate it, we need to specify both the perturbing Hamiltonian h a ͓given in Eq. ͑7͒ for the case of passing particles in magnetic turbulence͔ and the fluctuation spectrum dielectric function ⌬ a , the two key elements 092502-5
comprising the coupling coefficient present in Eq. ͑6͒. As for the standard Balescu-Lenard operator, the spectrum contained in the form ͑6͒ of the diffusive kernel Q is of the "thermal" type, and does not correctly model realistic turbulence. 7 This limitation has been overcome in Ref. 11 , although in an approximate way, with the adoption of a suprathermal spectrum ͑called the "pseudothermal" spectrum͒, which retains the structure of the original thermal spectrum, therefore maintaining the required properties of the collision operator, but replaces its form so as to better represent experimental features. Here we only outline the two main steps ͑as we understand them͒ taken in Ref. 11 to introduce this approximate spectrum. The first step is to assume that the eigenvalue ⌬ a is nonlinearly modified from its thermal value in such a way that the turbulent vector potential driven by species 2 is given by
where ⌬k Ќ ϳ gi −1 and ⌬k ʈ ϳ L s −1 ͑with L s ϳ q saf R 0 the shear length͒ are the spectral widths satisfying ⌬k Ќ ⌬k ʈ , and V k −1 = ͑⌬k Ќ ͒ 2 ⌬k ʈ measures the volume in k space over which A ʈ a is appreciable. The overall strength of the magnetic fluctuations induced by the entire species 2, indicated with B 2 ͑2͒ϵ͗B r 2 ͘, is assumed to be nonzero and approximately constant only within the volume of a narrow toroidal shell V a =4 2 r a w a R 0 , of width w a and centered about some minor radius r a . To introduce the second step, let us consider the general expression of the SC thermal spectrum,
The physical interpretation of Eq. ͑21͒ is as follows. A particle in the scattering population ͓located at r͑J 2 ͔͒ generates a wave that propagates in the plasma, subject to the shielding described by ⌬ a , until it is finally absorbed by a particle in the scattered distribution ͓located at r͑J 1 ͔͒. Contributions from all particles in the scattering distribution are taken into account by the integration over J 2 . In the QL case, the corresponding thermal spectrum would be ͉q 1 v ʈ,1 A ʈ a ͓r͑J 1 ͔͒ / c͉ 2 , and a turbulent version of it could be obtained simply by replacing the potential with the turbulent expression ͑20͒. For the SC case, this simple step is not possible due to the more complex structure of Eq. ͑21͒. By looking at the latter equation, we see, however, that a possible solution is to replace the factor inside the absolute value in Eq. ͑21͒ with
where
͒͑¯͒ defines the phase-space average over the toroidal shell V a , and where A ʈ a is now meant to be the turbulent spectrum of Eq. ͑20͒. In
This ansatz is the second step of the procedure. When introduced into Eq. ͑18͒, it leads to the following "pseudothermal, magnetic microturbulence" version of the flux:
a ͉ 2 is the turbulent spectrum given in Eq. ͑20͒. It is important to note that the symmetry in the velocities still present in the pseudothermal form of the spectrum insures that the important properties, listed in Sec. II B, that must characterize transport in axisymmetric systems, are retained.
It should be stressed that the approximation introduced with the pseudothermal ansatz limits the validity of the operator, and thus of Eq. ͑23͒, to strictly stable plasmas. A turbulent generalization of the operator would be required to remove this limitation, and obtain a truly self-consistent transport theory of strongly turbulent, inhomogeneous plasmas. As noted in Ref. 11, Eq. ͑23͒ should be regarded as an intermediate result between the QL test-particle approach and a more complete theory of turbulence. It retains the advantages of mathematical simplicity and ease of physical interpretation of the former, while also acquiring important self-consistent properties of the latter, without actually having to compute the turbulent spectrum.
V. A CONSTRAINT ON THE CONVECTIVE DRIVES
Several recent works have derived particle and energy pinches "driven" by the inhomogeneity of the confining magnetic field, i.e., proportional to the factor q saf Ј / q saf ͑see Ref. 2 and references therein͒. In our framework, these kind of transport contributions come from the component of the particle frequency, which is given, for the case of untrapped ͑ Ͼ 1͒ and trapped ͑ Ͻ 1͒ particles, by
͑25͒
where K and E are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind ͑we refer the reader to Ref. 9 for details on the derivations of ⍀ ͒. From Eqs. ͑24͒ and ͑25͒, we thus see that the "convective" ͑i.e., not related to thermodynamic gradients͒ drive
Eq. ͑19͒ leads to transport related to the magnetic shear. Because of the presence of
͑6͔͒, we note, however, that it is necessary to distinguish between the equal temperature situation, T 1 = T 2 , in which case this convective drive is forced to be zero, and the T 1 T 2 situation, in which case it will contribute to the flux. Note that in a QL treatment, the necessity of this distinction does not arise, and the contribution to transport of the ഞ 1 · ⍀ 1 / T 1 term would always be present, with ഞ 1 · ⍀ 1 = a due to the delta function in Eq. ͑3͒.
VI. FLUXES DRIVEN BY MAGNETIC SHEAR
Equation ͑18͒ and the result of Sec. V, showing that contributions to transport proportional to q saf Ј are nonzero only in the T e T i case, apply to both passing and trapped particles. To obtain explicit expressions for the fluxes valid for the two different cases, the factors
, and X present in Eq. ͑18͒ must be specified accordingly, and the various summations and integration in Eq. ͑18͒ must be performed. In the two limits of deeply trapped and far-untrapped particles, these factors have expressions simple enough 9 so that the various summations and integrations can be carried out analytically under reasonable simplifying assumptions. In the remaining of this work, we present results for the far-untrapped limit ͑the 1case͒, a choice motivated, as explained in the Introduction, by recent findings that point to passing particles as potentially important contributor to pinches. Moreover, we consider the general situation with T 1 T 2 and V ʈ1,2 0, so not to lose the "convective drives" just discussed, and to be able to derive a turbulent form of Ohm's law.
In this section, we evaluate the flux starting with Eq. ͑23͒, therefore limiting ourselves to passing particles in magnetic turbulence, and considering only the first line in Eq. ͑19͒, therefore obtaining explicit expressions for the flux components driven by magnetic shear. The remaining components, driven by the gradients of the thermodynamic quantities ͓last two lines in Eq. ͑19͔͒, will be presented in Sec. VII.
A. Far-untrapped expressions of the relevant factors
We begin with presenting expressions, valid in the faruntrapped limit 1, for the various factors that will be needed to evaluate the flux ͑23͒. Note that even though these expressions are derived by assuming 1, they are at least qualitatively accurate over most of the range Ͼ 1. For details on the derivations, we refer the reader to Ref. 9 , where the general forms of all the factors have been calculated. Differently from Ref. 9 , however, we retain the ␣ derivative of the electrostatic potential and of the safety factor. While the former will not give any contribution to transport due to cancellations, the latter will.
Denoting the projection on the poloidal cross section of the guiding center trajectory with ␣ = ␣ ͑͒, the bounce action can be written as
where the triplet ͑H 0 , J g , J ͒ singles out one particular particle trajectory. For far-untrapped particles, ␣ is approximately independent of , and J b reduces to
where in the last step we have used the fact that
The limiting forms of the bounce and toroidal frequencies are
͑29͒
while for the bounce and toroidal angles we simply find ⌰ b Ϸ and ⌰ Ϸ . Looking at the toroidal frequency in Eq. ͑29͒, we recognize the contributions from the parallel streaming, the toroidal drift due to magnetic inhomogeneity, and the E ϫ B drift, respectively. The relative ordering of the first two terms in ⍀ is put in evidence by rewriting them as ͑v ʈ / R 0 ͒͑1+␣ 1 A saf ͒, where A saf ϵ͑‫ץ‬q saf / ‫␣ץ‬ 0 ͒ / q saf , ␣ 1 is given in Eq. ͑14͒, and v ʈ = u ϳ u 0 according to Eq. ͑28͒. For 1, v ʈ is weakly dependent on , so ␣ 1 becomes a small correction to ␣ 0 . Despite this, the term ␣ 1 A saf may be relevant in certain situations. In fact, in conventional discharges q saf is a rapidly increasing function of r, while its derivative can become quite large in reversed magnetic shear discharges. Going back to the limiting forms of the remaining factors, from Eq. ͑29͒ we obtain
where ⍀ g = qB 0 / ͑Mc͒, while the far-untrapped limits of the g and G factors are
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where in the latter equation the appropriate expression for the factor ഞ · ⍀ is the one given in Eq. ͑30͒. Finally, to obtain a limiting form for the factor X , we note that since to lowest order in ␦ and in the far-untrapped limit the factors g and ␣ depend only on J, the integrations in ⌰ can be trivially performed. We obtain X = g͑J͒␦͑␣ − ␣ ͒, which, using Eq. ͑31͒, leads to
for the case of particle, momentum, and energy transport.
B. Flux evaluation
There are three steps that need to be performed in order to evaluate the flux ͑23͒: sum in ഞ space, integration in J space, and sum in k space. Introducing in Eq. ͑23͒ the limiting expressions for the factors G and X ͓Eqs. ͑32͒ and ͑33͒, respectively͔, as well as V͑r͒Ј = ͑2͒ 2 R 0 r, f M ͑J j ͒ as in Eq. ͑17͒, and the following approximation of the action integral:
which is valid in the far-untrapped limit, 10 we obtain
where ⌳ aj ϵ ᐉ bj ⍀ bj + n a ⍀ j and ͑j͒ϵ͑1+V ʈ, j M j v ʈ j / T j ͒ for j =1,2, and where the operator
acts on the factors located to its right. In writing Eq. ͑34͒, we have already performed the summations over ᐉ 1 and ᐉ 2 by using the delta functions ␦͑ᐉ ,1 − n a ͒ and ␦͑ᐉ ,2 − n a ͒. The d␣ 1 integration can be performed immediately with the help of ␦͑␣ 1 − ␣ ͒, so that all the quantities of species 1 are evaluated at ␣ = ␣ or, in terms of the equivalent cylindrical radius, at r = r = ͑2␣ / B 0,t ͒ 1/2 . To perform the d␣ 2 integration, we simply assume that the equilibrium quantities are constant inside V a , and bring them outside the integral sign,
We observe that the integrations that are determinant in selecting the driving terms in the fluxes are the velocity and energy integrations. The spatial integrations are not as crucial, and therefore the approximation in Eq. ͑36͒ is acceptable for our goals. After having carried out these spatial integrations, we are left with 
In magnetic turbulence, we assume a ⍀ g1,2 , and therefore neglect effects from all gyroharmonics except ᐉ g1,2 = 0. The gyrorelated summations drop out and the contribution of the gyrorelated Bessel functions reduces to J 0 2 ͑z g1 ͒J 0 2 ͑z g2 ͒. To perform the ᐉ b summations, we transform the sums into integrations with the setting ͚ ᐉ b1,2 =−ϱ +ϱ → ͐ −ϱ +ϱ dᐉ b1,2 = ͑1/⍀ b1,2 ͒͐d b1,2 , a step justified by the presence of resonance-broadening effects. The b1 integral can be performed immediately with the aid of the remaining delta function imposing self-consistency. Before doing that, however, we replace the ᐉ b appearing in the factor X with m a , an approximation that is justified by the asymptotic properties of J ᐉ ͑z͒, which show that this function is significant only within the small range ⌬ ᐉ Ӎ 2z centered at ᐉ = 0. The bounce-related Bessel function will therefore limit the points contributing to the sums to those located inside the interval centered at b1 = ⍀ b1 ᐉ b1 = ⍀ b1 m a and of small width ⌬ b1 Ӎ 2z b1 ⍀ b1 . We have verified that, without this approximation, the final result for the flux, while being more complicated in its dependence on the drives, is still characterized by the same dependence on the species' temperatures, the latter dependence being the main result of this section. After having performed the b1 integration, we are left with
As in Ref. 11, we approximate the bounce-related Bessel functions by the pairwise average of their asymptotic forms,
the flux can be rewritten as
where S͑k͒ϵS͑k͒m a , and we have introduced the opera-
In the simplifying assumption of small x, the integral I b
, ⌬ b2 ͒ ͓in the following, the subscript M to any quantity g means g M ϵ max͑g 1 , g 2 ͔͒. In the same limit, we find I b b2 Ј Ӎ 0. For larger values of x, the integrals can also be performed analytically, leading to a final expression for the flux which, although somewhat more complicated, is again characterized by the same dependence on the electron-temperature ratio. To perform the integration in action space, we first substitute in Eq. ͑38͒ the expression
where also k ʈ is relative to mode a. The integrations contained in the operator O v ʈ ,K 0 are then trivially performed, many of them being zero because the integrand is odd in the parallel velocity. As a last step, we perform the k sums.
There are three different kinds of sums that can be collected:
S͑k͒k ʈ , S͑k͒n a , and S͑k͒m a . For magnetic turbulence with
, and q = b Ã r. In general, k q and k Ќ are related by k Ќ = k r r + k. To keep it general, we introduce a free parameter p that fixes the ratio between k q and k Ќ : p ϵ k q / k Ќ . After having converted the summations into integrations according to
and S͑k͒k ʈ =0. Making use of all these results, we are now in the position to write down the electron ͑particle, momentum, and energy͒ fluxes originating from the ഞ · ⍀ and G terms in Eq.
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͑19͒. Considering the ͑12͒ = ͑ei͒ and the ͑12͒ = ͑ee͒ contributions, adding them, and expressing the gradients as a function of r instead of ␣, we obtain
, we see that D RR ͑e , i͒ is a generalized Rechester-Rosenbluth coefficient. 5 Note that the terms proportional to the equilibrium electric field cancel out with some of the terms in Eq. ͑19͒ not included in this section, and therefore have been disregarded. The particle and energy fluxes are inward when T i Ͻ T e and q saf Ј Ͼ 0, as in conventional discharges, or when T i Ͼ T e in reversed magnetic shear discharges. The factor "−1" in Eqs. ͑39͒ and ͑41͒ originates from ഞ · ⍀ in the friction part, reflecting self-consistency. Physically, it is related to the slowing down of the electrons due to the polarization drag acting on them. Considering that
and therefore L ee L ei , the momentum flux is expected to be outward.
We have performed a quantitative study of Eq. ͑39͒ by plotting the associated pinch velocity, V q N ϵ ⌫ e,saf N / N e , using as models of equilibrium profiles q saf = q 0 ͓1+␣ 2 ͑r / a͒
We have defined a "reference equilibrium" by choosing T e0 Fig. 4 . Due to the factor ͑T i / T e −1͒, the pinch velocity is positive only when the ion temperature is greater than the electron temperature.
VII. FLUX COMPONENTS DRIVEN BY THE THERMODYNAMIC FORCES
In this section, we present the transport fluxes driven by the usual thermodynamic forces, i.e., we consider the driving terms in Eq. ͑19͒ proportional to A N , A V , and A T . The procedure to calculate these fluxes is analogous to the one used in Sec. VI. The only notable difference is that we set ᐉ b Ϸ m a in both X and the factor g, the latter given in Eq. ͑31͒ ͑with ᐉ g =0͒. As noted in the preceding section, without this approximation the final expression for the flux would have a more complicated dependence on the drives. While in the preceding section this fact was not particularly relevant since the main result, i.e., the dependence on the temperature ratio, would not have been changed, the validity of the results presented in the present section is somewhat more limited by this approximation.
We report here only the results of the calculations, after having added to them Eqs. ͑39͒-͑41͒. For the particle flux, we obtain 
T e , and the particle pinch velocity
, we obtain the following condition for the occurrence of a particle pinch:
where we have assumed conventional discharges with
is no pinch, while for T i Ͻ T e the threshold for pinch depends on A q saf , T e , and the ion equilibrium profiles. In Fig. 5 , we 
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Self-consistent electron transport in tokamaks Phys. Plasmas 14, 092502 ͑2007͒ plot the function F pinch corresponding to the q saf profiles of As we see, a pinch occurs in the central region of the plasma, but only for the two additional safety factor profiles. Finally, in Fig. 6 we plot the function F pinch corresponding to the T i profiles of Fig. 3 , as well as for the additional ion temperature profile obtained for T i0 = 0.14 keV. Only for the latter ͑obviously unrealistic͒ profile, which has T i0 / T e0 = 0.03 and a very small gradient, does the condition for having a pinch begin to be satisfied in the central plasma region.
For the momentum and energy flux, we find, respectively,
ͪ+L eeͬ A q saf ͮ
͑45͒
and 
The condition for energy pinch turns out to be identical to the condition for particle pinch already discussed. The relationship between the particle diffusion coefficient D N N and the ͑diagonal͒ thermal diffusivity is T = ͑15/ 2͓͒D N N + ͑1/3͒ ϫ͑L ee / N e ͔͒ D N N , so that, due to the e-e contribution, heat diffusion in magnetic turbulence is faster than particle diffusion.
VIII. OHM'S LAW
To obtain the current diffusion equation ͑Ohm's law͒, we consider the electron momentum balance equation,
where the flux is given in Eq. ͑45͒. Not considering the source U V , and using the approximate expression V e Ӎ −j ʈ / ͑eN e ͒ for the electron fluid velocity, we obtain, after a division by the factor eN e and the replacement ͗¯͘ ␣ → ͑1/rB 0,t ͒͗¯͘ r ,
For completeness, on the RHS we have added the wellknown neoclassical bootstrap term, E BS ϰ dp / dr, and neoclassical resistive term. The anomalous self-consistent contribution is found to be 
where the hyper-resistivity is H ϵ e B 0 2 / N e . In Table I , we compare the particle diffusion coefficient, the ͑diagonal͒ thermal diffusivity, and the hyper-resistive coefficients. As 
6. The function F pinch for the T i profiles of Fig. 3 , and for the additional ion temperature profile obtained for T i0 = 0.14 keV ͑upper curve͒. The horizontal line is for reference.
092502-12 R. Gatto and I. Chavdarovski Phys. Plasmas 14, 092502 ͑2007͒ already noted, since L ee L ei , particle diffusion is slower than heat diffusion. We now see that, because of the small factor 1 / e 2 , where e 2 =4e
2 N e / M e is the electron plasma frequency, current diffusion is slower than heat transport,
We have therefore verified that, as suggested in Ref. 18 , due to induction effects many collisions are required to dump the plasma current. This results in a time scale for the flattening of the current profile, which is larger compared to the time scale for the flattening of the temperature profile.
IX. A NOTE ON THE SOURCE TERMS
The term on the right-hand side of the momentum balance Eq. ͑47͒ is a turbulent source. An analogous term is present in the energy balance. These sources have an expression that is equal to Eq. ͑15͒, except for the replacement of the factor X by
which, in the far-untrapped limit and for ᐉ = n a , is
͑52͒
We therefore see that a source term proportional to the safety factor gradient could be present in the momentum and energy equations. This terms would represent momentum and energy exchange between magnetic turbulence and passing electrons. We postpone the study of these source terms to future work.
X. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have employed the action-angle transport theory to study electron transport in tokamaks in the presence of steady-state magnetic turbulence. In particular, we have adopted a version of the collision operator that, by including the friction vector, takes into account the effect on the fluctuations of the polarization drag felt by the scattered particles. This inclusion results in a self-consistent operator that is suited to describe resonant transport induced by a steadystate fluctuation spectrum. A general result of the theory is that those contributions to transport that are proportional to the gradient of the safety factor ͑and that originate directly from the toroidal particle frequency͒ depend crucially on the species' temperature ratio. In particular, in monotonically increasing safety factor discharges, these contributions are inward only when T e Ͼ T i , and are zero in the equal temperature case. This result is general in the sense that applies independent of whether the electrons are trapped or passing, and of the kind of turbulence inducing transport. To derive explicit expressions for the electron particle, momentum, and energy fluxes, as well as for the current density transport, we have specialized to the far-untrapped case, and adopted the following approximations: ͑i͒ a local drifting Maxwellian distribution, ͑ii͒ the pseudothermal ansatz to describe magnetic turbulence, and ͑iii͒ the carrying on of the ഞ and k summations in the limits of k ʈ k Ќ and ⍀ g . From the final expressions for the fluxes, we have ͑i͒ derived a threshold condition for net inward particle flux that depends on density and temperature profiles; ͑ii͒ found that all the contributions to the electron particle, momentum, and energy transport driven by the thermodynamic forces are outward; and ͑iii͒ found that both particle and current density diffusion are slower than energy diffusion. The latter result is due to the fact that, because the magnetic mechanism enhances the fluctuation spectrum of the higher velocity species, the e-e contribution to transport is more important than the e-i contribution.
Recent literature 19 has pointed out the possibility of a direct connection between the observed peaked density profiles and the ratio T i / T e . The results presented in our work corroborate this possibility, and provide a possible interpretation of some of the experimental findings. For example, in Ref. 20 it is found that, in q saf Ј Ͼ 0 discharges, the density flattens when T i Ӎ T e due to ion cyclotron resonance heating. In this case, due to the equality in the species temperature, the inward particle pinch predicted by our theory would be negligible. In Ref. 21 it is found that, when T i Ͼ T e , the density peaking in reversed-magnetic shear discharges is much more pronounced than in weakly positive shear discharges. This is also in accord with our formula for the particle pinch:
when T i Ͼ T e , a particle pinch is possible only if q saf Ј Ͻ 0.
Many experimental results indicate, however, that a decrease in T i / T e due to electron heating leads to density flattening. Although in this condition our theory would predict a stronger particle pinch V q N , this result could still be described by our transport model when considering also the thermodiffusion contribution, −D T N ١T e ͑which is always outward͒, since electron heating would likely lead to an increased electron temperature gradient. It is important to stress that the presence of the factor ͑T i / T e −1͒ in our fluxes is a result of the self-consistent structure of the operator, and not of the particular type of turbulence under consideration. We therefore expect to find this factor also when considering a spectrum due to saturated drift-wave turbulence. Due to the findings of this paper, as well as the related studies presented so far in the literature, we feel that the role of the ratio T i / T e in shaping the density profile, and in particular in favoring inward transport, should be further investigated. In particular, experiments should be envisaged in which the role of T i / T e on electron transport could be studied separately from ١T e effects.
Approximating with V ʈ,e Ӎ −j ʈ / ͑eN e ͒ the electron fluid velocity originating from the drifting Maxwellian ansatz for the distribution function, we have derived a generalized version of Ohm's law. It contains a hyper-resistive term, which accounts for current density diffusion in magnetic turbulence. Comparing the expression for the hyper-resistivity with the heat transport coefficient, we have verified that the time scale for the flattening of the current profile is large compared to the time scale for the flattening of temperature profile. As in the particle and the energy fluxes, self-consistency brings an important dependence of the turbulence-driven electric field on the temperature ratio, and therefore the latter quantity could significantly influence the MHD stability of the plasma. The connection between pinchlike terms present in all transport equations ͑particle, current density, and energy͒ and the stability of the plasma deserves further investigation.
We conclude with two remarks. The first concerns the generality of the approach used in the present work, which stems from the use of the actions as well as from the use of a Fokker-Planck-like collision operator which accepts any kind of spectrum that is considered to be appropriate. As a consequence, the results presented in this work could be easily extended to include trapped particles as well as electrostatic turbulence. The second remark concerns the source terms present in the momentum and energy balances. Although we have not presented their final expressions, we have shown that the Y factor present in these sources contains two contributions, one proportional to k ʈ and the other proportional to the safety factor gradient. While the former may be small for magnetic turbulence, the latter might be significant. In the future, we are planning to investigate, within the self-consistent action-angle transport theory, trapped-particle transport, transport induced by electrostatic turbulence, and the role played by the source terms.
